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I. INTRODUCTION

OBSEVERS OF THE media policies of the European Union contend that the transmission state principle of the Television Without Frontiers Directive, by ruling out the restriction of transfrontier broadcasts, which are in compliance with the laws of the originating state, has signified the end of the broadcasting sovereignty of the Member States. The transmission state principle is central to the objective of the Television Without Frontiers Directive to create an internal market in broadcasting services. Laid down initially in Article 2(2) of Directive 89/552/EEC, it has been transferred to Article 2a(1) following the adoption of the revised Directive 97/36/EC. The meaning of the principle has remained the same: Member States are obliged to ensure the unhindered reception of broadcasts lawfully transmitted in their state of origin. They only have a limited possibility to derogate provisionally from the transmission state principle, when foreign television broadcasts manifestly, ...
The transmission state principle is a specific manifestation of the principle of mutual recognition developed by the European Court in its Van Binsbergen case with regard to services and in its Cassis de Dijon case with regard to goods. However, even though the Cassis de Dijon line of reasoning comes close to creating a presumption in favour of the free movement of goods and services satisfying the legal requirements of the home state, it does not remove the capacity of the receiving state to impose its laws within the boundaries set by Cassis, including proportionality. The transmission state principle goes beyond mutual recognition, in that the grounds of general interest falling within the ambit of the Directive, which can be invoked by the state of destination, are narrowly circumscribed by the legislature. This is due to the fact that the transmission state principle goes hand in hand with the harmonisation of limited areas of the national broadcasting laws, which has been necessary so as to enable Member States partially to renounce their regulatory powers on cross-border television.

Nonetheless, the extent to which Member States' sovereignty in the area of broadcasting has actually been compromised as a result of the transmission state principle is contentious. Article 2a(1) of Directive 97/36 states that Member States shall not restrict retransmissions on their territory of television broadcasts from other Member States 'for reasons which fall within the fields coordinated by this Directive'. Does this mean that Member States can still invoke interests not covered by the Directive so as to restrict the transmission of foreign broadcasts? If so, one would need to know the scope of the fields coordinated by the Television Without Frontiers Directive with great precision.

These questions are of great cultural significance, since they impinge upon the power of the Member States to apply to foreign broadcasts programme requirements that are laid down in their broadcasting laws. Such programme requirements are: the duty to present the plurality of views, the duty of impartiality of programmes, the maintenance of cultural identity and the protection of human dignity and morals. In spite of the increasing
trend to relax programme commitments, they continue to be an inalienable feature of the public broadcasting landscape in a number of countries. Given that the imposition of such requirements on domestic broadcasters would be rendered absurd if foreign broadcasters were not equally obliged to comply with them, certain states simply extend their broadcasting standards to cross-frontier broadcasts. It is questionable whether the Directive countenances such practices.

This article will consider, first, the criteria determining the state having jurisdiction over a broadcaster in the light of the case law of the European Court. The Television Without Frontiers Directive seeks to ensure that one Member State and one only has jurisdiction over a broadcaster. The question as to which Member State can claim the right to regulate the activities of a broadcaster is relevant but complex. The freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services guaranteed under the EC Treaty and in secondary legislation allow broadcasters to establish themselves in any Member State and to target non-national markets. Differences in the broadcasting standards of the Member States invite broadcasters to engage in forum shopping so as to find the most congenial environment from which to operate. Jurisdictional problems typically arise if a channel having established itself in a country exclusively targets the audience of another country. Also, if it tailors its programme for the market of the place of establishment while at the same time capturing the markets of neighbouring countries with advertising or programme windows targeting people in these additional audiences, a reception state wishing to apply its own laws will have to prove that it has jurisdiction over this channel.

Secondly, the operation of the transmission state principle will be explained. The rules on jurisdiction and the transmission state principle go hand in hand. While the former determine the one country having personal jurisdiction over a broadcaster, the latter entrusts this very country with the sole responsibility of supervising this broadcaster's programmes to the exclusion of all other countries receiving these programmes. The transmission state principle seeks to ensure that there are no control gaps and, what is crucial for the creation of the internal market in broadcasting services, no double control of broadcasts in the Community.

This seemingly hard and fast rule is not as clear-cut in reality. There is no doubt that the receiving state cannot be entirely divested of its regulatory responsibilities, yet the Directive does little to clarify the subjects for which this type of control is not pre-empted. The final section therefore assesses the residual powers of receiving Member States to control incoming broadcasts and concludes that the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice has yet to define more clearly the relationship between partial harmonisation and the protection of valuable and vulnerable values in the national broadcasting orders.

II. THE TRANSMISSION STATE

Given that the competence of supervising broadcasts is only bestowed on the transmission state and that no overarching European broadcasting authority exists at yet, it is apparent that the possibility of clearly identifying the Member State having jurisdiction with regard to a particular broadcaster is of paramount importance. Directive 97/36/EC gave rise to legal uncertainty in this respect by choosing not to lay down criteria determining jurisdiction. The revised Directive 97/36 responded to this unsatisfactory state of affairs by developing elaborate rules of conflict. Before looking at these amendments, it is pertinent to outline the decisions adopted by the Court under the old regime, since they decisively influenced the legislative process leading to the new Directive. Two of these cases concern infringement proceedings initiated by the Commission against the United Kingdom and Belgium on the ground of the incorrect transposition of the Directive into national law. The other cases arose out of preliminary references concerning broadcasters having links with more than one Member State.

A. The Case Law of the European Court

In the case Commission v United Kingdom, the Commission brought infringement proceedings against the United Kingdom for violation of its
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Each Member State shall ensure that all television broadcasts transmitted—by broadcasters under its jurisdiction, or—by broadcasters who, while not being under the jurisdiction of any Member State, make use of a frequency or a satellite capacity granted by, or a satellite up-link situated in, that Member State, comply with the law applicable to broadcasts intended for the public in that Member State.

obligations under the Directive. The Broadcasting Act 1990 determined jurisdiction for satellite broadcasts according to their place of transmission, thereby distinguishing between domestic and non-domestic satellite services. As a result, the United Kingdom also supervised broadcasts transmitted by broadcasters falling under the jurisdiction of other Member States.

The European Court held that the interpretation advocated by the United Kingdom could not be reconciled with the wording of Article 2(1) of Directive 89/552, since the place from which a broadcast is transmitted is referred to in the second indent of Article 2(1) as a criterion applicable to broadcasters who are not under the jurisdiction of any Member State. In the Commission's point of view jurisdiction ratione personae over a broadcaster could only be founded on the broadcaster's connection to the State's legal system which is tantamount to its establishment as this concept is used in Article 49(1) EC.16 The Court agreed with the Commission's opinion, mainly because of the greater efficiency of the criterion based on establishment. The rule adopted by the United Kingdom would entail the risk of conflicting claims of jurisdiction, given that a broadcaster could transmit its programmes via up-links situated in several Member States.17 The Court conceded that this risk also exists with the criterion of establishment. It could, however, be reduced by construing establishment as 'the place in which a broadcaster has the centre of its activities, in particular the place where decisions concerning programme policy are taken and the programmes to be broadcast are finally put together'.18 Moreover, the criterion supported by the United Kingdom would enhance the risk of abuse, since it would be easy for broadcasters to move their up-links to another Member State in order to benefit from its legislation.19

A noteworthy contribution of this decision to the understanding of Article 2(1) of Directive 89/552 is that it made clear that all television broadcasts transmitted by broadcasters coming under the jurisdiction of a Member State should comply with roughly the same rules.20 These rules are, according to Article 2(1), 'the law applicable to broadcasts intended for the public in that Member State'. The Court found the United Kingdom to have violated this obligation by applying, in section 43 of the Broadcasting Act 1990, a different regime to non-domestic satellite services (NDSS) than that applicable to domestic satellite services (DSS).21 More precisely, NDSS were treated more leniently, since they were exempted from the obligation to abide by Articles 4 and 5 of the Directive. It is not surprising that NDSS, in contrast to DSS, could also be received beyond the United Kingdom. Such attempts by Member States to deregulate broadcasts addressed to foreign viewers, attracting thus satellite channels to operate from their territories, are precluded by the Directive.

B. The Revised 'Television Without Frontiers Directive

The application of Directive 89/552/EEC revealed the need to clarify the concept of jurisdiction in relation to the audiovisual sector.22 Hence, detailed criteria have been enshrined in Article 2 of the revised Directive with the aim of covering all possible constellations in which a Member State is responsible for the activities of a certain broadcaster. In accordance with the case law of the European Court, the establishment criterion has been made the 'principal criterion determining the jurisdiction of a particular broadcaster'.23 It is helpful to cite Article 2 of Directive 97/36/EC in full in this context:

1. Each Member State shall ensure that all television broadcasts transmitted by broadcasters under its jurisdiction comply with the rules of the system of law applicable to broadcasts intended for the public in that Member State.

2. For the purposes of this Directive the broadcasters under the jurisdiction of a Member State are:
   - those established in that Member State in accordance with paragraph 3;
   - those to whom paragraph 4 applies.

3. For the purposes of this Directive, a broadcaster shall be deemed to be established in a Member State in the following cases:
   (a) the broadcaster has its head office in that Member State and the editorial decisions about programme schedules are taken in that Member State;
   (b) if a broadcaster has its head office in one Member State but editorial decisions on programme schedules are taken in another Member State, it shall be deemed to be established in the Member State where a significant part of the workforce involved in the pursuit of the television broadcasting activity operates; if a significant part of the workforce involved in the pursuit of the television broadcasting activity operates in each of those Member States, the broadcaster shall be deemed to be established in the Member State where it has its head office; if a significant part of the workforce involved in the pursuit of the television broadcasting activity operates in neither of those Member States, the broadcaster shall be deemed to be established in the Member State
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where it first began broadcasting in accordance with the system of law of that Member State, provided that it maintains a stable and effective link with the economy of that Member State;
(c) if a broadcaster has its head office in a Member State but decisions on programme schedules are taken in a third country, or vice-versa, it shall be deemed to be established in the Member State concerned, provided that a significant part of the workforce involved in the pursuit of the television broadcasting activity operates in that Member State.

4. Broadcasters to whom the provisions of paragraph 3 are not applicable shall be deemed to be under the jurisdiction of a Member State in the following cases:
(a) they use a frequency granted by that Member State;
(b) although they do not use a frequency granted by a Member State they do use a satellite capacity appertaining to that Member State;
(c) although they use neither a frequency granted by a Member State nor a satellite capacity appertaining to a Member State they do use a satellite up-link situated in that Member State.

5. If the question as to which Member State has jurisdiction cannot be determined in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4, the competent Member State shall be that in which the broadcaster is established within the meaning of Articles 52 and following of the Treaty establishing the European Community.

6. This Directive shall not apply to broadcasts intended exclusively for reception in third countries, and which are not received directly or indirectly by the public in one or more Member States.

The place of establishment is determined in Article 2(3) according to rules relying on the place where the broadcaster has its head office, where editorial decisions about programme schedules are taken, where a significant part of the workforce involved in the pursuit of the television broadcasting activity operates, and where the broadcaster first began broadcasting. These rules are set out in a hierarchical order.24 The prototype case is the one where the broadcaster has its head office in the same Member State in which editorial decisions about programme schedules are taken. This coincides as a rule with the State where the programmes are broadcast, since programme policy is commonly designed there.

If the place where the broadcaster has its head office differs from that where editorial decisions on programme schedules are taken, then, according to Article 2(3)(b), the place of establishment is deemed to be the place where a significant part of the workforce involved in the pursuit of the television broadcasting activity operates.25 The criterion of the place of the head office prevails, however, if a significant part of the workforce is active in each of those Member States. If no decision can be reached on the basis of these rules, because a significant part of the workforce operates neither in the place of the head office nor in the place where editorial decisions about programme schedules are taken, the Directive introduces a rule of last resort. The Member State, where the broadcaster began broadcasting in accordance with its system of law, is considered to be its place of establishment.

When none of the rules of paragraph 3 are applicable to a broadcaster, it is deemed to be under the jurisdiction of the Member State from whose territory its broadcasts have been transmitted. Criteria identical to those laid down in the second indent of the former Article 2(1) are employed in Article 2(4), namely the use of a frequency granted by that Member State, of a satellite capacity appertaining to that Member State or of a satellite up-link situated in that Member State. A difference between the two provisions is that, while under the former Article 2(1) this last category of broadcasters was referred to as 'not being under the jurisdiction of any Member State', under the new Article 2(4) these broadcasters are deemed to be under the jurisdiction of a Member State.

Finally, in cases where jurisdiction cannot be determined in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4, Article 2(5) refers to the concept of establishment within the meaning of Article 52 (now 43) of EC so as to avoid the emergence of a vacuum of competence.26 It is doubtful whether this test can result in a Member State having jurisdiction other than the one where the broadcaster’s head office is located.27

The most commonly held view in legal writing is that the rules in Article 2(3), (4) and (5) have increased legal certainty.28 Moreover, the broadcaster Holland Media Group (HMG) was established in the Netherlands according to Article 2(3)(b). HMG’s head office was located in Luxembourg, but its editorial decisions were taken in the Netherlands and a major part of the company’s workforce was located there. The question arose whether the Luxembourg licensed national satellite broadcaster CuvM was responsible for the two channels in question.29 In accordance with the previous position of the CJEU, the CJEU ruled in CuvM v Commission that the CuvM’s Luxembourg licence was in essence a licence for television without Frontiers 30 as it was issued under a different regime, directed at the transmission of television programmes to a substantial part of the population of third countries.31

24 Driehoijen, B., above n 7, 93.
25 In a case concerning the transmission of the RTL 4 and 5 services to the Dutch market the Commissaris van de Media (CvDM) concluded by decision of 5 February 2002 that the
argument has been put forward that they have raised the hurdles to be cleared by broadcasters who claim to fall under the jurisdiction of a certain Member State with the aim of circumventing another Member State's legislation.\textsuperscript{29} It is not sufficient any more to establish that the legal seat of a broadcasting company is located in a certain Member State. In addition, it has to be demonstrated that editorial decisions concerning programme policy are also taken there.

However, the view prevailing in the Commission is that the new Article 2 has given rise to more problems of interpretation than it has resolved.\textsuperscript{30} It is for example not clear what is meant by the place where editorial decisions about programme schedules are taken. Is it in the sense of the 'centre of activities test' the place where decisions concerning programme policy are taken or the place where the programmes to be broadcast are finally put together?\textsuperscript{31} While editorial decisions are customarily taken by senior managers, programme scheduling is often made in the receiving state by personnel of a lower rank.\textsuperscript{32} The wording used makes the first alternative seem more plausible.\textsuperscript{33} However, would this solution be appropriate in cases where significant decisions concerning programme scheduling are taken in branch offices in the receiving states? Also, the 12th recital to Directive 97/36 refers to the place where the programme to be broadcast to the public is finally mixed and processed.

The precise meaning of 'significant part of the workforce' is equally open to speculation. It emerges from the common position of the Council that quantitative as well as qualitative aspects have to be taken into account when determining which percentage is 'significant'. It is ultimately the task of the European Court to draw the exact line.

All in all, one is left with the suspicion that the criterion of establishment, as it has been interpreted in the case law of the Court, would have made it possible to determine the jurisdiction of a Member State more clearly. Also, the adoption at Community level of criteria determining the place of establishment of television broadcasters means an indirect interference with the organisation and operation of broadcasting systems. Member States do not have a free hand any more to lay down in their national legislation conditions under which a broadcaster falls under their jurisdiction. This development is in sharp contrast with the proclamation in the 13th recital of Directive 89/552 that the responsibility of the Member States and their authorities with regard to the organisation of broadcasting, including the systems of licensing, administrative authorisation or taxation, will remain unaffected.

III. THE SCOPE OF THE TRANSMISSION STATE PRINCIPLE

The transmission state principle distinguishes between the powers of the transmitting and those of the receiving Member State. The obligation is incumbent upon the former to ensure that television broadcasts emanating from broadcasters under its jurisdiction comply with the legislation applicable to broadcasts intended for the public in that Member State (Article 2(1) of Directive 97/36/EC) including the provisions of the Directive (Article 3(2) of Directive 97/36/EC). The latter, on the other hand, is obliged not to restrict retransmissions on its territory of television broadcasts from other Member States for reasons which fall within the fields coordinated by this Directive according to Article 2a(1) of Directive 97/36/EC. It is thus divested of the power to control Community broadcasts with the sole exception of Article 2a(2).

Given that the burden of ascertaining the legality of broadcasts rests entirely on the Member State under whose jurisdiction a broadcaster falls, it is pertinent to consider briefly the nature of the control exercised by that state. Thereafter, the obligation of the receiving state not to restrict retransmissions will be analysed.

A. The Control Exercised by the Transmission State

The Directive stipulates that the transmission state shall exercise control over broadcasts transmitted by broadcasters under its jurisdiction without, however, determining the ways in which this control will be carried out. Consequently, the methods of control, the competent authority, the imposition of penalties in the case of transgression have to be regulated in the domestic legislation of each Member State. A provision proposed by the Commission, according to which Member States should enforce compliance with the Directive by means of effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, was left out during the negotiations in the Council on the ground that it would clash with the independent status of broadcasters.\textsuperscript{34}

Article 3(2) of Directive 97/36 stipulates that Member States shall by appropriate means ensure, within the framework of their legislation, that
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television broadcasters under their jurisdiction effectively comply with the provisions of this Directive. The question has been posed whether an obligation binding upon the Member States is enshrined in this provision. This question has to be answered in the affirmative, given that the exercise of control by the transmission state is of paramount importance for the creation of the internal market in broadcasting services. This view is also borne out by the 15th recital to Directive 89/552, which refers to 'the requirement that the originating Member State should verify that broadcasts comply with national law as coordinated by this Directive'.

Finally, it is important to note that the amended Directive removed the ambiguity previously existing as to which broadcasting organisations are subject to the supervision of the transmission state. Article 3(2) refers to broadcasters under the jurisdiction of Member States. The former Article 2(1) used to distinguish them, however, from broadcasters who, while not being under the jurisdiction of any Member State, made use of the technical infrastructure of a Member State. This created the impression that Member States do not have a duty to ensure that broadcasters making use of their technical infrastructure comply with the provisions of the Directive. On the other hand, according to Article 2(1) of Directive 89/552, these broadcasters also had to comply with the domestic broadcasting legislation of the transmission state. As was seen above, the new Article 2(2), (4) created the fiction that non-Community broadcasters using the technical facilities of a Member State are under its jurisdiction. It thus made it clear that these broadcasters fall under Article 3(2) so that they have to conform to the provisions of the Directive.

B. The Obligation of the Reception State not to Restrict Retransmission

(i) The Meaning of 'Retransmission'

A first point which needs to be clarified with regard to the obligation of the reception state not to restrict retransmission is the meaning of the term 'retransmission'. Unlike the European Convention on Transfrontier Television that defines retransmission as 'the fact of receiving and simultaneously transmitting, irrespective of the technical means employed, complete and unchanged television programme services, or important parts of such services, transmitted by broadcasters for reception by the general public', the Directive does not contain any definition of this term. The ensuing ambiguities were brought to the attention of the European Court.

A significant question concerning the term 'retransmission' was raised in the case of Red Hot Television. This case concerned a channel, which took up broadcasting in July 1992 from a satellite up-link situated in the Netherlands and, from December 1992, from a satellite up-link situated in Denmark, while its broadcasting activities were partially carried out in the United Kingdom. The British authorities decided to put an end to the transmission of the programme from their territory. However, it turned out that the channel did not fall under the jurisdiction of either of the countries involved, given that they applied different criteria linking broadcasters to their legal systems. Denmark and the Netherlands regarded establishment as the relevant criterion, while the United Kingdom attached weight to the place of transmission.

This incident of a conflicting disclaimer of jurisdiction was used to argue that the Directive had to be amended so as to terminate the state of uncertainty reigning under Article 2(1) of Directive 89/552. The Court, finally, did not have to pass judgment on this case, since it was removed from the register following the withdrawal of the questions submitted by the national court.

Nonetheless, an interesting question was posed in this case: Does retransmission only apply to cable or does it also apply to satellite television? The Commission argued that retransmission should be broadly interpreted so as not to treat satellite and cable television in an unequal manner. Otherwise, retransmission could be provisionally suspended, where a cable channel infringed Article 22, while the same would not apply to a satellite channel. This misconception with regard to the bandwidth of the provisional suspension procedure has been dispelled in the revised Directive 97/36, where the phrase 'provisionally suspend retransmissions of television broadcasts' has been replaced by the phrase 'derogate from paragraph 1'. It has thus been made plain that the defence mechanism of Article 2a(2) applies equally to direct reception and to cable retransmission.

The mirror image of the question raised in Red Hot Television has been at issue in Commission v Belgium. In this case the Belgian Government argued that the Directive only applies to primary television broadcasting, and not to secondary forms of broadcasting, such as transmission by cable. The Court refuted this argument, drawing from the preamble to Directives 89/552, 93/8339 and the European Convention on Transfrontier Television.

It reached the conclusion that cable retransmission falls within the scope of the Directive. This finding of the Court clarified some aspects of the term ‘retransmission’, others, however, still remain in the dark. The question whether programmes have to be retransmitted simultaneously and in their entirety or whether active cable retransmission is also included within Article 2a(1) has not been answered. Admittedly, the Court was not faced with this problem in the present case, since the Belgian legislation in question only concerned the passive retransmission of television programmes. Nevertheless, this is an important issue that is bound to arise in future.

‘Television broadcasting’ as defined in Article 1(a) of Directive 89/552 only refers to the initial transmission of television programmes. Even though the communication of programmes between undertakings with a view to their being relayed to the public is included in this definition, no reference is made to their retransmission. This leaves it open that Member States do not have a duty to supervise programmes retransmitted by cable network operators in their territory.

Nonetheless, the line between primary television broadcasting and active cable retransmission is difficult to draw. Active cable retransmission takes place where foreign programmes are not retransmitted unchanged at the same time, but where cable distributors are empowered to interfere with their content. This interference can range from the simple postponement of a broadcast to the compilation of parts of different broadcasts. According to the definition of the European Convention, only the simultaneous transmission of broadcasts in their entirety constitutes retransmission, while it is appropriate to speak of initial transmission where the broadcasts are modified. If this analysis is correct, the Member State where the active cable distribution takes place has to be held responsible under Article 2(1). It may, however, be felt that this result is undesirable in the case where the content of broadcasts stays the same, while their transmission is deferred. Since the cable distributor does not really create a new programme in this case, it seems justified to subject such broadcasts to the jurisdiction of the state of initial transmission only.

(ii) The Case Law of the European Court on the Prohibition on Restricting Retransmission

The European Court had the opportunity for the first time to enforce the prohibition on restricting retransmission in the case Commission v Belgium. This case concerned legislation in the French and Flemish community that created a system of prior authorisation for the retransmission by cable of television broadcasts from other Member States. The Court struck down one after another the arguments brought forward by the Belgian Government in support of this legislation. The Belgian Government’s main argument was that the receiving Member State must have the power to control whether foreign broadcasts comply with the law of the transmission state, including the provisions of the Directive, pursuant to Article 2(1) and 3(2).

The Court objected that this interpretation is not compatible with the division of obligations between the transmission state and the state of reception in Directive 89/552. According to the system of the Directive, it is only for the former to bring its broadcasts into line with its legislation as adapted to the Directive. Apart from the exceptional circumstances under Article 2(2), in which the receiving Member State may suspend retransmission, its only other weapon is the recourse to Treaty infringement proceedings under Article 227 EC or the instigation of an action by the Commission under Article 226 EC. In view of the ephemeral character of television broadcasts, the receiving State could also request the Court to prescribe interim measures under Article 243 EC.

For the same reasons, the Court also rejected the argument that the Belgian law was justified on cultural grounds since it sought to secure fulfilment of Articles 4 and 5 of the Directive. Furthermore, the Belgian Government invoked the elusive principle of subsidiarity so as to defend the secondary control imposed on foreign broadcasts. The Court preferred not to touch upon the delicate issue as to whether the subject-matter of the Directive falls entirely within the Community’s exclusive powers. It simply stated that a Member State could not go against the letter of the Directive by relying on Article 5(2) EC, implying that the transmission state principle is in line with the principle of subsidiarity.

An interesting point made by the Belgian Government is that prior authorisation of foreign broadcasts is necessary so as to ascertain that they emanate from a Member State and are hence entitled to free circulation in the Community. The European Court rejected this argument as well. It found that the system of prior authorisation was not indispensable for
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the same treatment. Member States are at liberty to take whatever measures nating from third countries do not fall under Article 2 and thus do not receive retransmission state principle significantly. It goes without saying that broadcasts orig-

cumstances retransmitted in their territory fall within the scope of the Marketing Practices Law, to order De Agostini and
itics of the origin of the programmes relayed by them.

The prohibition for the state of reception to interfere with broadcasts retransmitted in its territory also formed the subject matter of three joined cases judged by the European Court (referred to hereinafter as De Agostini) as a result of a reference for a preliminary ruling by the Marknadsdomstol, the Swedish Market Court. These cases arose from injunctions applied for by the Consumer Ombudsman, who is entrusted with the enforcement of the Marketing Practices Law, to order De Agostini and TV Shop to cease certain trade practices in relation to a children's magazine (Case C-34/95), skin-care products (Case C-35/95) and a detergent (Case C-36/95).

More precisely, the first of these cases, Case C-34/95, concerned De Agostini, the publisher of a children's magazine about dinosaurs that was advertised on the television channels TV 3 and TV 4. TV 3 is a broadcasting company established in the United Kingdom whose programmes are transmitted by satellite to Denmark, Sweden and Norway. TV 4 is a Swedish channel. The Consumer Ombudsman considered the publicity for the magazine in question to be infringing Article 11 of the Swedish Broadcasting Law, which stipulates that television advertisements must not be designed to attract the attention of children under 12 years of age. He, therefore, applied for an injunction based on the Marketing Practices Law to restrain De Agostini, subject to penalty payment, from marketing the magazine in this manner or, subsidiarily, to supply additional information in his advertisements.

The Cases C-35/95 and C-36/95 concerned TV Shop, a company specialised in teleshopping that broadcast two 'infomercials' for skin-care products and a detergent on TV 3 and on Homeshopping Channel, a

Swedish channel. The Consumer Ombudsman found these television spots to be contrary to the Marketing Practices Law, in that they were unfair towards consumers, mainly by making misleading statements about the products' effectiveness. He asked the Marknadsdomstol for an order prohibiting TV Shop from making such statements in connection with the marketing of these products.

The Marknadsdomstol referred to the European Court questions on the compatibility of such injunctions with Articles 28 and 49 of the Treaty or Directive 89/552. Only the questions in connection with the Directive are relevant to our examination. It seems helpful to outline the answers of the Court in a reverse order from which they were given, namely by looking first at Case C-34/95.

The Court held that Articles 16 and 22 of the Directive, which afford protection to minors from television programmes in general and television advertising in particular, have totally harmonised national laws dealing with the permissible content of television advertising in relation to minors. As a result, the subject matter of Article 11 of the Broadcasting Law fell within the fields co-ordinated by the Directive and could not be opposed to broadcasts from other Member States by virtue of Article 2a(1). This finding only precluded the application of the provision in question to TV 3. Its application to the domestic channel TV 4 was not contrary to the Directive in view of Article 11(1), which allows for more stringent rules to be adopted by a Member State vis-a-vis broadcasters under its jurisdiction.

With this ruling the Court tied the hands of national authorities to measure programmes from abroad against the standards of their own broadcasting legislation with regard to minors. It showed, however, respect for the legal order of the state of reception by stating that it is still entitled to apply its legislation 'designed to protect consumers or minors in general, provided that its application does not prevent retransmission, as such, in its territory of broadcasts from another Member State'. The meaning of this distinction will be considered in the next section.

IV. RESIDUAL POWERS OF THE MEMBER STATES TO CONTROL COMMUNITY BROADCASTS

A. Express Powers under Article 2a (2) of Directive 97/36/EC

The only exception from the transmission state principle is stipulated in Article 2a (2), according to which a Member State may derogate from the requirements of the first paragraph under strict conditions.

53 Ibid, para 59.
First of all, a television broadcast coming from another Member State must be manifestly, seriously and gravely infringing Article 22(1) or (2) and/or Article 22a. These provisions constituted previously two separate paragraphs of one and the same Article 22. They have now been split into two separate Articles, the first dealing with the protection of minors, the second with the maintenance of public order by means of the prohibition of programmes containing an incitement to hatred on grounds of race, sex, religion or nationality. This rearrangement of Article 22 has helped avoid any misunderstanding as to whether the transmission ban on broadcasts provoking hatred on the above-mentioned grounds only applies in the framework of the protection of minors. If this were the case, such broadcasts could be transmitted late at night, when minors would be unlikely to watch them. This interpretation would contradict the attempts of the Community to combat racism and xenophobia and has now become untenable. This is also manifest in the heading of Chapter V where the phrase ‘and public order’ has been added to the ‘protection of minors’.

The protection of minors is realised in Article 22 of the Directive by means of a total transmission ban on programmes ‘which might seriously impair the physical, mental or moral development of minors, in particular programmes that involve pornography or gratuitous violence’.52 These programmes are distinguished in the second paragraph of Article 22 of the amended Directive from others ‘which are likely to impair the physical, mental or moral development of minors’. This second category of programmes presents less of a danger to minors, as becomes apparent from the omission of the adjective ‘seriously’.53 Therefore, they are only prohibited at times when minors normally watch television, whereas their transmission is permitted, where it is ensured, by selecting the time of the broadcast or by a technical measure, that minors in the area of transmission will not normally hear or see the broadcasts.

It makes sense to interpret the ‘area of transmission’ as the area in which programmes are received directly or are being retransmitted. A different interpretation, placing emphasis on the time of transmission only, would fail to take account of the time difference between Member States, going thus against the telos of Article 22.54

Article 22(2) tries to balance the protection of minors with the freedom of expression and information and takes the view that a varied, pluralistic programme cannot be achieved, unless certain broadcasts not suitable for minors are shown. Additional safeguards to ensure that minors will not be exposed to such broadcasts are contained in the third paragraph of Article 22 in form of an acoustic warning preceding them or a visual symbol throughout their duration. However, differences between the transmitting and the receiving state concerning the assessment of the necessity to adopt such precautionary measures do not entitle the latter to derogate from the transmission state principle.55

Article 22 is phrased in a general way, given that neither the notions of pornography nor of gratuitous violence are defined nor the kind of programmes which are likely to impair the development of minors.56 Likewise, the definition of the age group of minors and of the time that is suitable for adult programmes to be transmitted is left to the discretion of the Member States. This is a wise choice of the Community legislator, since considerable differences exist between national laws, revealing a diversity of opinion on the upbringing and education of young people and, ultimately, of moral standards.57 It is true that the elbowroom left to the Member States can give rise to obstacles to the free circulation of television services. Yet this is a fair price to pay for upholding the power of the Member States to decide such sensitive issues, especially since the competence of the Community to regulate them is doubtful.

Less laudable is the subjection of the right of the receiving state to derogate from the transmission state principle to tight requirements limiting its practical value.58 Not only does Article 2a(2) require that the infringement of the above-mentioned provisions be manifest, serious and grave; what is more, the receiving Member State has to put up with it on at least two occasions, before it is entitled to initiate a preliminary procedure by notifying the transmitting Member State and the Commission of the measures it intends to take, should the infringement persist. Also, consultations with a view to an amicable settlement have to take place. Only if these consultations fail, may the receiving Member State prevent access to the programme in question by means of the suspension of retransmission or other adequate measures.

These procedural requirements have not been changed in the revised Directive. However, the supervision exercised by the Commission of the legality of measures adopted by receiving states by virtue of Article 2a (2) is now regulated in more detail. Under the new Directive the Commission has
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to take a decision on the compatibility of such measures with Community law within a period of two months. This amendment is commendable in view of the grave implications of a suspension of retransmission for the broadcaster affected.

B. Power of the Member States to Restrict Retransmission for Reasons not Falling within the Fields Coordinated by the Directive

(i) The Non-exhaustive Character of Article 2a(1) of Directive 97/36/EC

The wording of Article 2a(1) leaves no doubt that Member States must not restrict retransmissions on their territory of Community broadcasts for reasons only which fall within the fields coordinated by the Directive. It follows a contrario that Member States are free to impose on foreign broadcasts those aspects of their broadcasting legislation, which have not been harmonised by the Directive. This view, which is widely accepted, has led some commentators to the conclusion that the Directive does not constitute the first step towards the adoption of a Community media policy.

This conclusion has been countered with the argument that the mutual recognition of national rules afforded by the Directive goes beyond the areas harmonised by it. Decisive importance has been attached, in reaching this verdict, to the 12th recital in the preamble to the Directive 89/552 according to which it is 'necessary and sufficient that all broadcasts comply with the law of the Member State from which they emanate'. Also, the 14th recital stresses that it is the law of the originating Member State that has to be respected by broadcasts intended for reception in another Member State.

This argument is disputable. According to the 15th recital 'the requirement that the originating Member State should verify that broadcasts comply with national law as coordinated by this Directive is sufficient under Community law to ensure free movement of broadcasts without secondary control on the same grounds' in the receiving Member States, i.e. on grounds
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pertaining to areas coordinated by the Directive. This implies that the freedom of transmission in broadcasting is not guaranteed by the Directive in absolute terms, but only in so far as national laws have been harmonised.

Furthermore, a pure recognition principle, which would preclude importing Member States from invoking both harmonised and non-harmonised interests, would hardly be compatible with the Community legal order. It is true that, by shifting the focus away from harmonisation, mutual recognition obviates the need for a cumbersome regulatory Community mechanism. Furthermore, it is more deferential to the autonomy of the Member States. Nevertheless, mutual recognition entails the risk that the standards of the importing Member State might be lowered. Therefore, a pure recognition principle would have to be based on the assumption that a common core of broadcasting policy standards exists in the Member States. Such an assumption stands out in sharp relief to the variety of programme content requirements to be encountered in the Community. Completely deprived of the possibility to exclude foreign broadcasts not consistent with their legislation, receiving Member States would be forced to lower their domestic requirements as well. This is a far cry from the high level of protection to be achieved by means of harmonisation according to Article 95 (3) EC.

Moreover, the endorsement of the pure recognition principle would signify a departure from the approach consistently taken by the European Court, that the state in which a service is provided is not entitled to undertake supplementary controls if the supplier is already subject to equivalent controls in the state of establishment. Factual equivalence, as required by this approach, would be replaced by fictitious equivalence.

Finally, the pure recognition principle would be inconsistent with the 17th recital, which states that the Directive is without prejudice to future Community acts of harmonisation. If a free market in broadcasting services was created as a result of the pure recognition principle, the subsequent harmonisation provided for in this recital would operate as autonomous lawmaking, not serving the elimination of obstacles to the free movement of television broadcasts. The question whether Community competence can be that far-reaching is a matter for speculation. However, the relevant Treaty provisions, namely Articles 3(b), 47 (2), 19 and 95, only allow harmonisation measures to be adopted if they are necessary for the common or internal market to function. Also, the repealed Article 100b(2) provided for mutual recognition as an alternative to harmonisation, not in
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addition to it, in case the internal market programme had not been completed by the end of 1992. It is therefore unlikely that the Directive empowers the Community to adopt harmonisation acts as instruments of autonomous law-making.

The technique of mutual recognition cum harmonisation adopted by the Television Without Frontiers Directive is thus a via media. An important conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing is that the transmission state principle is not written in black and white in the Treaty nor does it emanate from the fundamental freedoms in the interpretation given to them by the European Court in Cassis de Dijon. It is no more than a method called into play by the Community legislature, so as to complete the internal market in broadcasting services.

In view of the foregoing considerations, it seems right to conclude that Article 2a(1) is non-exhaustive so that restrictions of Community broadcasts on grounds not coordinated by the Directive are legitimate.

(ii) Which Fields are Coordinated by the Directive?

The extent to which Member States are still allowed to restrict retransmission is not clear. A central controversy concerns the meaning of the terms 'the fields coordinated by this Directive' but also the characteristics of the laws affecting retransmission. The extent of the power of the Member States to subject foreign programmes to national laws not harmonised by the Directive has been at issue in Commission v Belgium and De Agostini.

In the first of these cases, one of the justifications added by the Belgian Government in support of the system of prior authorisation for retransmission by cable of broadcasts from other Member States in the French Community was the need to safeguard pluralism in the media. The Court recalled its judgments in the cases Gouda and Commission v Netherlands where it had found a cultural policy aimed at safeguarding pluralism to constitute an overriding requirement relating to the general interest, which justifies a restriction on the freedom to provide services. It considered it superfluous to examine whether the question of preservation of pluralism in the media had been exhaustively regulated by the provisions of Directive 89/552 on advertising, in particular Articles 10(1), 11(1), 17(1) (a) and 19, as the Commission contended. The Court observed that in any event 'the Belgian Government has not shown adequately in detail that the system of prior authorisation was necessary and proportional for protecting pluralism in the audiovisual field or in the media generally.'

The reasoning of the Court is compelling, given that Article 49 EC is the fall-back standard against which rules impeding the transmission of transfrontier broadcasts, which have not yet been harmonised at Community level, have to be measured. Nonetheless, it is regrettable that the Court avoided answering the question whether the Directive completely covers the topic of media pluralism. The Commission's contention relies on the fact that advertising rules concerning 'when, where and how advertisements may be placed' do not only aim to protect the interests of the captive viewer. An equally if not more important purpose served by them is to secure the diversity of opinion in television programmes, in which the advertisements are embedded, but also of the media in general, especially of the written press. However, as Advocate-General Lenz observed, the rules in Article 10 et seq are technical in nature, are not immediately related to pluralism in the media and cannot, therefore, regulate this matter comprehensively. Hence it is suggested that national laws on pluralism in the media have not been fully harmonised by the Directive so that restrictions of retransmission are still permitted on these grounds.

The Belgian Government argued further that the authorisation required for the cable retransmission of foreign programmes in the Flemish community was justified on grounds of public policy, public morality or public security. The receiving State should have the power to control whether foreign broadcasts violated these objectives, given that no harmonisation had taken place at Community level in this respect. The Court did not accept this argument either. It held that matters related to these legitimate interests were not alien to the Directive yet it was cautious enough to add that, in so far as the rules contained therein were not exhaustive, the prior authorisation of broadcasts from other Member States was not justified, since it effectively nullified the freedom to provide services.

Once again one is bound to subscribe to the view of Advocate-General Lenz that questions of public policy, good morals and public security are not expressly and, at any rate, not comprehensively dealt with in the
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They are only cursorily touched upon in connection with television advertising and with the protection of minors under Articles 12, 16 and 22. Also, Article 22a in the amended Directive 97/36 aims at the protection of public order. These provisions cannot, however, be taken to constitute an exhaustive regulation of the vulnerable values in question. Suffice it to say that no standards have been set with regard to the treatment of subjects such as violence and sex in programmes addressed to adult audiences.79

Consequently, the fact that the Directive vests the receiving States with the express power to deviate from the transmission state principle in the case of infringement of Article 22 cannot be taken to imply that all other defence of public policy and morals against broadcasts from other Member States is outlawed.80 Admittedly, this reasoning strikes a heavy blow to the principle of mutual trust. Nonetheless, a balanced solution cannot be achieved by denying every right of the receiving states to assert their fundamental interests in the protection of their public order. Instead, the proportionality test should be strictly applied so as to ensure that the curbing of foreign programmes is indispensable.

The judgment of the European Court in the case Commission v Belgium has been described as ‘the strongest statement of the ECJ to date that the country of origin principle is primary and cannot be overridden by the concerns of the receiving State regarding the content of programming except in limited circumstances involving a grave and serious breach of Article 22.81 This reading of the judgment is not convincing, given that the Court did not pronounce the receiving state ineligible to control transfrontier broadcasts for reasons such as the protection of pluralism or of public policy and good morals.82 It is only on the facts of this case, in view of the far-reaching secondary control imposed on foreign broadcasts in the French and Flemish community, that the Court upheld the Commission’s objections.

The validity of this conclusion is born out in the judgment handed down by the Court in the De Agostini case.83 A main difference between case C-11/95, Commission v Belgium and this case is that, while the former
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on the ground that it would weaken the transmission state principle in its purpose and effect. 90

The Court took account of this argument in its judgment. Nonetheless, it did not directly answer the question posed, but made a general observation on the relationship between the Television Without Frontiers Directive and the Misleading Advertising Directive. 91 The latter defines misleading advertising and lays down minimum requirements for its control in the interest of consumers. Drawing support from a EFTA Court in a case similar to De Agostini, 92 the European Court ruled that the Misleading Advertising Directive would become ineffective as of consumers. Drawing support from a EFTA Court in a case similar to De

Television Directive. Such a result would have been inconsistent with the without, however, excluding the category of advertisers producing commercials contrary to the Misleading Advertising Directive, to apply its requirements for its control in the interest of broadcasters and to more ancillary activities such as those of advertisers or sponsors.

What is the reasoning then behind the distinction drawn by the Court between laws regulating television advertising per se, which fall within the ambit of the Directive, and general legislation on the protection of consumers against misleading advertising, which does not? We have already seen that the Court drew an analogous distinction in the second part of this judgment between general legislation on the protection of minors and legislation specifically designed to control the content of television advertising with regard to minors. 93 These distinctions seem justified, given that the Directive only coordinates provisions concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities. The reasoning of the Court is based on a pragmatic view of the scope of the Directive. Since the Directive subjects advertising only to limited rules against misleading advertising in its capacity as television viewers, it could not be regarded as a comprehensive piece of consumer protection or child welfare legislation. Being obliged to respect the responsibility of Member States for the financing of programmes, 94 the Directive had to weigh advertising restrictions against their repercussions on the funding of television. Consequently, depriving Member States of their right to apply, their general laws to Community broadcasts would curtail their power to set consumer or child protection standards.

In the light of these considerations, the reasoning adopted by the Court has to be welcomed. By putting emphasis on the general nature of the provisions at hand instead of their subject matter (unfair advertising), the Court answered the question as to the extent of coordination in the Directive in an ingenious way. General legislation falls in any case outside the ambit of the Directive.

The Commission's proposition that misleading advertising is not within the fields coordinated by the Directive was dealt with in a more straightforward manner by Advocate-General Jacobs. He disagreed with the Commission on account of the difference between the 'fields coordinated by the Directive' and 'the specific matters regulated by it'. 95 He held that it is the former concept, which is decisive for the application of the transmission state principle. In his view, even though there are no specific rules in the Directive on misleading advertising, it suffices that television advertising in general is one of the areas coordinated by the Directive.

In support of Advocate-General Jacob's approach, an intriguing argument has been derived by Drijber from the comparison of Article 2a(1) with Article 3(1) and the 44th recital of Directive 97/36. 96 Article 3(1) allows Member States to require television broadcasters under their jurisdiction to comply with more detailed or stricter rules in the areas covered by the Directive. The 44th recital sets out by way of example stricter rules in the fields coordinated by this Directive, which can be applied by Member States to broadcasters under their jurisdiction, with the aim of the achievement of language policy goals, the protection of pluralism etc. Drijber took issue with the judgment of the Court in Leclerc-Siplec. 97 In his opinion, this ruling brings out the breadth of Article 3(1). The Court found a national provision prohibiting the broadcasting of advertisements for the distribution sector with the aim of protecting the written press to be in accordance with Article 3(1), even though neither rules on advertising by the distribution sector nor on the protection of pluralism are specifically contained in the
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Directive. The fact that the Directive does not encompass these interests was not considered by the Court to limit the scope of Article 3. Similarly, the rules listed in the 44th recital as falling within the 'fields coordinated by the Directive' pursue interests, which have not particularly been dealt with in the Directive. Notably, instead of referring to the 'areas covered by the Directive' as in Article 3(1), this recital uses the same phraseology as Article 2a(1). Given that the 44th recital merely elaborates on Article 3, Drijber considered that the terms 'areas covered by the Directive' and 'fields coordinated by the Directive' are applied interchangeably. Therefore, their meaning in Article 2a(1) and in Article 3(1) is the same. From this he concluded that the subject matter of a rule, not the value protected by it, determines whether it falls within a coordinated field.

It is submitted that this argument, compelling though it might seem at first sight, is not conclusive. In Article 3(1), the term 'areas covered by this Directive' does not serve to draw an accurate distinction from the areas not covered by the Directive, since the Member States are equally free to adopt stricter or more detailed rules in the latter areas. If televised advertising for the distribution sector had been found to be outwith the scope of the Directive in Leclerc-Siploc, France would have been all the more at liberty to outlaw advertising for this sector. Therefore, the definition of the exact boundaries of the fields coordinated by the Directive was not material to assessing the legality of the provision in question. On the contrary, the phrase 'fields coordinated by this Directive' in Article 2a(1) circumscribes the areas in which the transmission state principle applies, so that retransmission of broadcasts from other Member States may not be restricted. A stricter interpretation of this phrase in the sense of 'the specific matters regulated by the Directive' seems justified, so as not to let sensitive aspects of the Member States' broadcasting policy go by the board.

Having shed some light on the meaning of the phrase 'the fields coordinated by the Directive', it is necessary to consider, lastly, the above-mentioned conditions for the application of general laws to transfrontier broadcasts. What does the requirement mean that national rules should not involve secondary control of television broadcasts nor prevent retransmission as such? A clue given by the Court in paragraph 35 of the judgment is that consumer protection legislation which 'provides for a system of prohibitions and restraining orders to be imposed on advertisers enforceable by financial penalties' satisfies this requirement. First, this passage suggests that measures should not be taken against the broadcaster, but only against the advertiser. Secondly, there should be no control of broadcasts prior to their transmission. The commercials could only be scrutinised by the courts or other state authorities after their airing.100
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It is true that injunctions against advertisements broadcast from other Member States also prevent their retransmission. Nonetheless, such measures are less likely to be motivated by the wish to restrict the free circulation of broadcasting services. More immediate methods of blocking retransmission are available to this end, not least in view of the practical difficulties of enforcing remedies available in the receiving state's legal system against an advertiser established in a different state.101

It is interesting to note that these conditions on national legislation preventing the distribution of foreign broadcasts parallel the jurisprudence of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany on freedom of speech. According to Article 5(2) of the German Constitution (GG), freedom of speech as well as freedom of the press find their limits in the general laws, in the rules on the protection of youth and in the right to personal honour. General laws have been defined by the Federal Constitutional Court rather long-windedly as laws 'that do not prohibit an opinion or the expression of an opinion as such but are directed towards the protection of legal rights which need such protection regardless of any specific opinion'.102 In other words, laws that are directed towards the protection of a community value, that takes precedence over the exercise of free speech.103 The European Court, by allowing the free movement of broadcasting services to be limited only by laws satisfying requirements analogous to the ones under Article 5(2) GG, emphasised its constitutional rank. Only laws that do not pursue the segregation of the national broadcasting markets behind the cover of general interests are in keeping with the Television Directive.

In conclusion, it may appear that the Court in De Agostini made two steps forward and one step back in the completion of the internal market in broadcasting services. On the one hand, it precluded the application of the Swedish broadcasting law prohibiting advertisements directed at children under 12, while on the other it sanctioned the application of the consumer protection legislation. The first part of the judgment is surprisingly considerate towards the interest of the Member States to stem the flood of imported broadcasts in contravention of their general legislation. One should bear in mind, however, that it is merely the general legal order of the Member States to which the Court has been deferential. As for the rest, it remains doubtful how far cultural values cherished in the national broadcasting laws qualify to hinder the free movement of services.
The transmission state principle is the mechanism chosen by the drafters of the Television Without Frontiers Directive so as to distribute regulatory powers over a single event: the transmission of a transfrontier broadcast. This principle is symptomatic of the subjection of broadcasting to the logic of control over a single event: the transmission of a broadcast. It is the transmission state that is entrusted with the supervision of broadcasts falling under its jurisdiction, while the reception state has the power to intervene in exceptional circumstances only. The obvious drawback is that the state, where broadcasts are received and which is therefore primarily affected, is restrained from asserting its legitimate interests. The present article has examined the question whether the Directive has succeeded in resolving the tension between transmission and reception state satisfactorily by means of a balanced and legally secure regulatory framework.

The identification of the state having jurisdiction over a certain broadcaster has been fundamental to the Directive's conception. Directive 89/552 has failed to flesh out the link between state and broadcaster, thus giving rise to legal uncertainty. The revised Directive 97/36 went from the one extreme to the other by aspiring to cover all possible factual circumstances through complex rules of conflict. This formalistic approach is misconceived, since it is prone to abuse and to interpretative difficulties. The more open-ended 'centre of activities' test developed by the European Court is the better option.

It has been suggested that the Directive provides two compensatory mechanisms in an effort to rise to the challenge of creating the internal market in broadcasting services, while giving leeway to the reception state to regulate content issues. First, Article 2a(2) of Directive 97/36 permits a derogation from the transmission state principle on the ground of protection of minors. This exception can only be invoked under very strict conditions that are hardly commensurate with the sensitive issues involved. Instead of taking a proactive attitude towards programmes unsuitable for minors, the Directive puts up with their repeated transmission and allows a belated reaction only. Second, the retransmission of foreign broadcasts can be restricted on grounds not coordinated by the Directive. Initial doubts about this interpretation have been undeniably cleared by the judgments of the Court in Commission v Belgium and De Agostini. In these cases, the Court did not seize the opportunity to define more accurately the area occupied by the Directive. It is, therefore, open to debate whether cultural considerations of the Member States related to pluralism and morality in the media fall therein. The Court took recourse to the proportionality test and to the distinction between general and broadcasting legislation instead. Understandably so, given that this approach is more flexible and mitigates the impression of a far-reaching deregulation via quasi-regulation of questions of content. Nonetheless, the fact remains that Member States are loaded with an onerous burden of proof that their restrictive measures are proportionate. It follows that the balance between transmission and reception state struck by the Directive is precarious to the extent that it neglects legitimate concerns of the latter. Since these concerns are often related to the cultural priorities of national broadcasting systems, they cannot be catered for by a narrow economic outlook.

During 2003 a public consultation took place on the possible need to adjust the Directive to technological developments in the audiovisual market. The criteria determining jurisdiction and certain aspects of the derogation from the transmission state principle were subject to review. The Commission presented its conclusions in its recent Communication on the 'Future of European Regulatory Audiovisual Policy'. Many stakeholders have expressed concerns as regards the effective enforcement of the rules on the protection of minors and public order in a digital and online environment. The Commission proposed the update of the Recommendation on the protection of minors and human dignity with an emphasis on self- and co-regulatory models.

As far as the provisions on jurisdiction are concerned, the Commission admitted that the rules of the Directive have occasionally caused certain problems of application. In the case of the programmes RTL4 and RTL5 for example the Netherlands granted itself jurisdiction in a way that triggered a situation of dual jurisdiction.
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The most widely invoked rationale for the legal regulation of broadcasting has been the scarcity argument.\textsuperscript{111} It has been claimed that, due to the limited number of frequencies available for broadcasting, not allowing everyone to have access, the state had to intervene, so as to oblige licensees to present a balanced variety of views as well as to hinder signal disturbance.\textsuperscript{112} The scarcity argument has been challenged by the proliferation of broadcasting outlets as a result of the development of cable and satellite technologies. The expansion of spectrum usage removed this justification for the public service paradigm and provided grist to the mill of the proponents of the commercialisation of broadcasting.\textsuperscript{113} It was argued that a great number of private channels would, as a matter of course, offer a wide range of programmes. This external pluralism would be preferable to the artificial internal pluralism created by public broadcasting institutions. Under the market model of broadcasting, reliance is placed for the satisfaction of the communication needs of the public on free access by various interest groups to the broadcasting profession rather than on government intervention.\textsuperscript{114}

Private channels have increasingly been dispensed from traditional programme standards. This deregulatory tendency has in turn left its imprint upon public channels, which under the pressure of competition for advertising revenues and broadcasting rights also had to adapt to the demands of the market.\textsuperscript{115} A shift in the aims of broadcasting regulation has occurred concomitant to these developments. Programming requirements that are not in keeping with the market logic, such as impartiality or plurality duties, have been markedly relaxed. Fairness requirements have been diminished to inflexible, decorative norms with regard to informational programming, while content-related regulation of the field of entertainment has become scarce.\textsuperscript{116}

This is not to say that a total eclipse of programme requirements has taken place. Interests that cannot be adequately protected by market self-regulation, are still within the state’s regulatory responsibility. This applies to private interests such as personal integrity, copyright and consumer rights. Further vulnerable values that are guarded by supervisory authorities are morality, decency and the protection of minors.\textsuperscript{117} These are, however, the very values that are also protected under Article 2a(2) of the Television Without Frontiers Directive. Moreover, the Directive does not raise
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obstacles to the safeguarding of private interests. As has emerged from De Agostini, general legislation, which is quite appropriate for the protection of such interests, will now as ever be applicable to transfrontier broadcasts.

A further factor that has undermined the regulatory authority of the Member States, next to the emergence of commercial broadcasting, is the introduction of direct broadcasting satellites (DBS) providing television direct to home. Neither fortuitous ‘overspill’ nor intentional satellite transmission to foreign territories can easily be contained.118 Unless states completely refrain from creating the necessary infrastructure for the reception of satellite signals, have recourse to technical devices restricting such reception, or enter into bilateral agreements to this effect, they are exposed to programmes broadcast from abroad without being able to exercise any influence over their content.

The immunity of direct broadcasting satellite television from the broadcasting laws of the Member States has been recognised by the courts and legislators at the national level and has influenced the content of these laws.119 Concomitantly, programme requirements applicable to the cable retransmission of foreign programmes have also long been relaxed at the national level despite the fact that the distribution via cable easily lends itself to regulatory interventions.120 The general tendency is to dispense cable and satellite broadcasting from programme content requirements, but to impose on them the same restrictions on the transmission of violent and indecent programmes as on terrestrial channels.121 These are precisely the vital interests of the Member States the Community also recognises by allowing them to restrict transfrontier broadcasts in accordance with Article 2a(2), 22.

Consequently, the division of powers between the transmitting and the receiving state under Article 2a of the Television Directive reflects changes in the media systems of the Member States, which have been effectuated through national law. The Directive does not expressly preclude Member States from applying their programme standards to foreign broadcasts. However, their real possibility to do so will be very limited in view of the power of satellite broadcasting to transcend national borders. What is more, the interest in rigorously enforcing these standards will be weak, given that the state’s influence on domestic commercial channels has also declined.

The situation is not entirely dissimilar to the abolition of the broadcasting monopoly in Italy and of the restrictions to the diffusion of commercial advertising on cable television in Belgium. These developments have not been instigated by the Community. After all, the Court had accepted the national choices in the cases Sacchi122 and Debaue.123 They have been sparked off by the national legislators or interest groups in the respective Member States.124 Nonetheless, these findings cannot distract from the fact that the failure of the Member States to reach agreement on a more comprehensive matrix of programme requirements, opting instead for a Directive with a predominantly economic orientation, drastically influences television towards the market model of broadcasting.

118 Seidel, M, above n 6, 127, 139.
119 The impossibility of the isolation of national media systems has been insightfully captured by the German Constitutional Court in its Fourth Television Case, 73 BVerfGE 118 (1986).
120 Seidel, M, above n 6, 138.
121 Barendt, E, above n 9, 110.
123 Case 52/79 Proces van de Roi v Marc JVC Debaue and others [1980] ECR 1 833.